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The study of variable input to a service facility is 
a common problem to the Industrial Engineer. Such situa-
tions as men servicing machine breakdowns, telephone calls 
to a switchboard and others present a challenge to the 
industrial researcher. The conventional single channel 
model with a single Poisson input to an exponential service 
facility has been fully explored, but little work has been 
done on the general model of multiple inputs with a general 
distribution of service time. 
The importance of any analytical development is its 
practical use in industrial applications. The problem of 
this thesis was first encountered in the study of the 
logistics of a maintenance and supply operation of a 
commercial airline~ The purpose of this study is to pre-
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A queuing process is composed of a service system 
and an input source which combines to establish an output 
(1). The study of opePational systems with variable de-
mands and service is a problem in congestion. Most of the 
pPevious work in queuing theory develops the single channel 
model with input from a homogeneous single Poisson process 
with service times of an exponential nature. The develop-
ments of interest are divided into the conventional model, 
the Erl.~ service case and the multiple input case. 
Conventional Single Channel 
The conventional single channel model designed for a 
single Poisson input (). .. ) and with exponential service (µ) 
is the most widely acknowledged of the queuing models. 
The complete development will not be shown, but its most 
interesting facets will be mentioned. 
The single channel model is characterized by having a 
single facility servicing one kind of unit. The mean rate 
of arrival()...) and the mean service time(µ) determines the 
model. The utilization factor p = 1 is used in most cases 
µ ' 
to simplify the results. The steady-state equations which 
I 
1 
describes the model are derived by the transition of units 
arriving and serviced through the facility. These tran-
sitions are products of Pn' the probability of (n) units 
in the system. 
The pure birth and death process of Feller (2) des-
cribes the basic theory of queues. The system changes 
only through transitions from one state to another in 
single steps. The transitions are postulates of E ~ n 
En+l or En-l...........,.. En where En is the state of (n) items in 
the system. The probability Pn(t+6t) of (n) items in the 
system at a finite period of time (t+6t) is composed of 
four probabilities during the interval of time (t, t+6t). 
1 . No change , n .........:,.. n 
2. One change from n-1 ~ n 
J. One change from n __..,.. n+l 
4. Two or more transitions which are of 
higher order and assumed zero. 
The transition into and out of each state is the product 
of a rate and a probability describing the state. For the 
first case of E ,..._..,.;,. E, where there is no change in the n n 
2 
interval (t, t+6t) the transition is the product of no arri-
vals, no service and the probability of no change in state E 
Pn(t) = ( n) units in the system at time ( t) 
1 )...6t = zero arrivals in the interval ( 6t) 
1 µ6t = zero service in the interval ( 6t) . 
In the limit as 6t ~ O the transitional probabilities of 
. n 
state E becomes ~(~+µ)P. The same reasoning is applied n n 
throughout the development of the equations of balance or 
steady-state solutions for En+l ~ En and En-l ~ En. 
Th$ complete tra.psitional p:robabilities will be described 
in Chapter II. This limited discussion of the convention-
al Single Channel f"!Qdel was intended to formulate the 
basic idea of the pure birth and death process. 
Erlang Service 
The Erlang Service distribution is a general type of 
distribution having (k) individual phases or s t ages linked 
together to simula~e a continuous service facility of vary-
ing service time. Queuing models utilizing this distribu-
tion involve the simulation of phase type service. The 
earliest work ~f Erlang (3), further work of Jackson (4), 
and extensive display by Morse (5) utilizes the Erlang 
distribution to si~ulate general service times. 





The di stributicm function S(t ) by definition is :. 
Then the mean rate of comple tion of s ervice Ts is : 
3 
For (k) pha.ses each of service rate (kµ) makes for a 
total service rate of 1 c· }Lk = 1 ')· ' µ ' µ µ 
The importance of the Erlang service function is the 
fa.ct that each phase ha~ a service rate of (kµ). As was 
shown in the Conventional Single Channel System, the 
transitional probabilities are the pro~uct of~ rate and a 
finite probability describing the postulates of the states. 
Therefore the service rate of progression from phase 
k ~ k-1 or :s+1 ~ :S becomes ( kµ) times the proba.bil-
i ty of the initial state. For example, the transition 
probability from state E +l ~ E . G", become kµP ,c-_L 1 n , s n""' n , ,..,,. 
where Pn,S:+l is a finite number or probability of being 
in state En,ei+l for (n) units in the system and a unit 
in ph~se (s+1). 
Multiple Inputs 
The only work found resembling the model presented 
in this thesis was done by Ancker and Gafarian (6) and 
comparable to Pollocye~ (7). The signification of this 
work was to develop the steady-state equations, the ex-
pression for (P ), probability of (n) units in the queue, n 
and the expected numoer of tasks in the queue. It was 
shown that the results derived were comparable with 
earlier results of Pollocyek. 
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The general equations of balance and the transitional 
probabilities are of particular interest. The probability 
notation jpn is defined for (n) units . in the queue and the 
(jth) type in service. The initial equations of transi-
tion for zero units in the system: 
1.1 
Equation t.1 is the sum of the independent probabili • 
ties of transition for the state En--. En from (n=O) 
un:;Lts in the system with no arrivals or service termina-
tions and E +l ~ E for (n=l) units in the system wi th n n 
(ith) type in service with one unit of any (ith) type 
completing service in (6t). 
The second equation of balance for one unit in the 
queue and type (j) in service: 
\. i=m 
o = -(:X.+µj) J~o~t} . + :x.j oPo(t) . + "r1 i~l µ.i iPl(t) 
1. 2 
Equation 1,2 is the sum of three independent probabil-
ities of transition for t he state E ~ E , E 1 __,.. E n n n- n 
and En+l ___.,.. En wi th (n=O). The tran si tion E i s t he n 
product of no arrivals and no service of any of the (j) 
items. The transition E 1 is the product of no s ervice n-. 
and one arrival of any (j) type . The transition En+l 
5 
is the product of the completion rate of any of (i) items 
and the chanc-e the next unit to enter service being the 
(jth) type. The final equation of 'oalance is for (n) 
units in the system (n>1). 
\. i=m 
O :;: -( \+µj) i'.t/t) ·. + \ jpn-1 (t) + "r11~1 µi ipn+1 (t) 
1. 3 
Equation 1.J is developed in a similar manner as the 
6 
other equations of balance with the fact that n>1. The 
transition En is fo:r (n) units in the queue with no arrivals 
or completions of service. E 1 is no service completions n-
and no arr:i,vals of the (jth) type. En+l is the product 
of the chance the next unit in service is the (jth) type 
times the probability of service completion of any (1th) 
unit. 
CHAPTER II 
MULTIPLE IlfPUT MODEL 
The queuing model is characterized by multiple in-
puts, to an operational ~ystem of phase type service. 
Special :r;iotation is required to describe the probabilities 
of jth arrival with ith unit in the kth phase. 
The development of the analytical solution for the 
multiple input queue model is composed of simulating the 
transitions by a set of linear equations. The set of 
linear equations are solved for the basic probabilities 
Pn for n:;;:0,1~2, ..• of (n) units in the system. 
Input Description 
The m9del to be presented in this thesis is one in 
which items arrive in Poisson fashion at a single channel 
servicing facility. Each input has an independent service 
time density functipn characterized by the Erlang function 
(J). The calling populations are mutually exclusive and 
independently distributed multiple Poisson variables. An 
unbounded queue is allowed for waiting. Arrivals are 
serviced on a first-come first-serviced basis. 
The density function for the time between arrivals 
7 
is the joint probability function of independently dis-
tributed exponential random variables. This joint proba-
bility functi.on is called a Multiple Poisson Distribution 
by Feller (J) who gives the proof as: 
s(t) = density function 
UJ. = inter ... ~rrival times for the ith item 
l 





= }:: 11.. and 11. 1. = mean of the i th arrival . . 1 1 
1::::: 
Operational System 
The single channel facility allows but one input 
(customer/item) at a time to enter the service channel, 
with all other arrivals required to wait until the pre-
vious customer is discharged. With Erlang Service, the 
channel is a sequence of phases, each phase having its 
service time distributed as an exponential function. 












Each arrival (input) is from a mutually exclusive , 
independently distributed Poisson source. With an item 
in the kth phase of the service channel, an 1;1rrival wai ts 
in the queue, in its order of arrival. The item in service 
progresses to the head of the service facility which is 
numbered in reverse, by the sequence k, k 71, .•. s+1, 
s ••• 2, 1. The serviqe channel };las a total of (k) phases, 
which must be traversed in turn before a new arrival may 
be admitted. 
Notation 
The following mathematical notation will be used 
throughout the analytical development . 
. P = Probability of (n) units in the queue 
J ns 
with typ~ (j) in s ervice phase (s) 
0P00 = Probability of zero units in the queue 
and in service 
9 
m 
~ P = Probability of (n) units in the 
j=l j n 
queue and one of any type in 
service 
k 
~ jpns = Probability of (n) units in the 
$=1 
queue with type (j) in service 
m 
A= r \j = arrival rate of jth u:oit 
j=l 
... kiµi = service rat~ of ith phase 
s 
( ~Hn-1 _ Ai c· kiµi "': 
, n,1 )(A+kiµi.i A"l;kiµi , 
Where~ is a constant relating the transitional re-n 
currence. 
Steady-State Equations 
The equations of balance are a set of homogeneous 
linear differepce equations representing the transitions 
into and out of the queue states. Each equation is a com-
position of the probabilities for (n) units in the respec-
tive phases of k, (k=l, 2 , ... s+l, s ... ). The transitions 
describing the probability are each a composition of the 
states of (j) unit in service phase k with (n) units in 
the queue. There are five independent probabilities that 
describe the steady-state equations . These are shown with 
the initial and final state probabilit i e s ,as foll ows: 
10 
INITIAL FINAL 







jO , .s+l jOs 
jn~ jn$ 
j,n-1, :s jns 
j ,n, s+l jns 
jnk jnk 
. 
-At· ' P 
0- e)O 
m 
r ILµ. J.P01 j:::1 J J 
-{ A+kjµ.} jpOk 
"j oPoo 
A. m 
r-1' ~ k.µ. ip 11 . 1 1 1 l= 
-( }..+~jµ} jpOs 
k.µj . J jPO,S+l 
-( }..+k; jµ} jpns 
" jpn-1,s 
kjµj jPn,s+1 
-(}..+k.µ.) .Pk J J J n . 
DESCfiIPTION 
No Arrival - No Service 
No Arrival - Service Com-
pleted phase 1 by jth 
item 
No Arrival - No Service from 
phase k 
Arrival to phase k 
No Arrival-Service com-
pleted from phase 1 by 
( . th) 
. J item times proba-
bility next item is jth 
type 
No Arrival - No Service 
Service . from phase s+l ~ :.s 
No Arrival - No Service 
Arrival - No Service 
No Arrival - Service phase 
s+1 ----;.. s 
' 







LP 1 k J n- ' 
DESCRIPTION 
Arrival - No Service 
No Arrival - Service 
completed from phase 1 
The steady equations then become the sum of the in-
dependent probabilities for the transitions de scribed 
above. 
( A.+k .µj) .Pok 




2 . 2 
2 . J 
== A.j-p . 1 + k ,µ · .P +1 ~-:,R, 1 :· ·>.:1:: l<s' /..k.,_ n- , s . , J. . J. J n, s. . : ;uOr n _ , 
tc. m 2. 5 
= 1c .P 1 k + ~ I: l{ · µ. · P 1 1 ·. fo r n >1. J n- , ~ i =l 1 1 1 n+ , 
Solution For P0 
The characteristics of the sys t em defining all con-
ditions of the queuing model has as i ts beginning the de-
velopment of P0 , the probability of zero units in the 
queue and any of the type (j) units i n s ervice . P0 is 
likened to the first term of an inf inite sequence. The 
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sum of sequence is one (unity) in order that the sequence 
can be defined as a probability density function. 
The first step in developing p 0 is to find a re-
cursion relation connecting the initial equations. This 
recursion follows from the initial equation 2.1, 2.2 and 
2.3. By induction the following is true: 
2.6 
For n=l in equation 2.6 
The proof for n=l follows from summing the j!s in 
equation 2.2, substituting equation 2.1 and adding the 
results to equation 2.3 after summing the j's and s's in 
the following manner, 
Next substitute equation 2.6 into equation 2.2, rearrange 
and combine. The expression for the initial probability 
0P00 is then 
2.7 
Equation 2.7 contains (m) equations in (m) unknowns 
that is solved by repeated subs titut ion to g i ve: 
13 
A. 
Substituting 2.Ba into equation 2.J after developing a 
recursion relation from equation 2.J as follows: 
k-s 
Ck.µ. ) = ,) .,J p = 
A+ k j µ,j j Ok 
k-s 
,k,µ. ) · A. oPoo 
{. ,] ' 
'<A+ k . µ . ) .. + k j µ : ( 1 -al ) 





Substituting 2.Ba and bin the aoove definition, changing 
the order of summation, and combine terms yields the 
equation: 
Then by Definition: P0 = ~~P 0 
j 
Substituting this definition into equation 2.Bc yields 
the expression for P0 : 
k-1 · 
- \' \ A; ( kjµi )so~oo 
Po - LL A+k.µ. >..+k'.µ. 1-al 
j s=O J J J J 
a 
Po= 1=~1 oPoo 
Solution for Pn 
2.Bc 
2.8 
The probabilities defining the balance of the states 
of th~ queuing model for n>l are derived from the steady 
state equations 2.4 and 2.5. These two equations are the 
queue equations that define the transitions for higher 
states (n>l). 
The recursion equation 2.6 for the initial equations 
is lik-ewise true for the queue equations. The proof 
follows in a similar manner by summing the s's in equation 
2.4, the j's in equation 2.5, and combine. 
k 
15 
:>-.I:.P + ~k.µ .. P = :\I:.P 1 + I: I: kjµ. jp + I:k.µi ip 1 1 j J n ·~ J J J n j J n- j si:::: 2 J ns i 1 n+ , 
Substitute equation 2.6 for n=l 
:\~.P 1 = I:k.µ. 1.Pnl for n>l j J n- i 1 1 
Q.E.D. 
Substituting equation 2.6 into the queue equation 2.5 
gives the recursion relation for the probabilities of 
n>l. Combining and rearrange develops: 
A+k.µ. 
_ __.._,J_....,J P - I: .P for n>l 
:\ j j nk j J n 
Equation 2.9 contains (m) equations in (m) unknown that 




pression for .Pk" Since I:.P = ~ ~ .P then combining 
J n j J n j s=l J ns 
the que\,le equation 2.4 defines an expression in (m) 
equations with (m) unknowns for the transitions for all 
( k) phas·es and for n>l. 
Solving equation 2.4 by repeated substitution yields 
an expression: 
:n: . 
- \ cs+r-1·x, "- )r( k,jµ,i , _s p 
~ .L . s-1 11.+k.µ. 11.+k.µ.) j n-r:,'k 
r=O J J J J 
.P 
J ns 
Solving the (m) equations of equation 2.9b 
simultaneously and substitute equation 2.10a, by 
induction yields the following: 
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2.10a 
11.. \[~ t 1(.s+r-.1x 11. '\r( kiµi ) s p 
jpnk = (11.+kjµ.)(1-a1 )L LL~ r 11.+k.µ.) 11.+k.µi/ i n-r,k J . 1 0 11 1 1 = s;::: 
( k. µ. )s , J 1 1 6 ~.P + . .. (1-a. )-.P 11.+k.µ. 1 n .... 1,k . lJ 1 11..J n-1,k 
1 1 J 
where 6 .. = {0 for i~j 
lJ 1 for i=j 2 .10b 
Substituting equation 2.10b into equation 2.9 yields 
an expression for Pn in terms of the probability of being 
th in the (k ) phase after making the t ransition from any 
other phase (s). 
n k-1 
pn = 1-! I I I 
1 i r;::1 s=O 
(. + 1~ . , , r , k.µ. )s s r- ; ~ ~ ( 1 1 p 
r ~ C11.+k.µ.~ ~11.+k.µ. i n-r,k 
1 1 1 1 
, k.µ. , S 
+ A ( 1 1 : .P 
\+k.µ. 11.+k.µ./ 1 n-1,k 
1 1 1 1 
2 .10c 
The term i pn-r , k in equation 2. 10c t hen ha s t o be 
solved in terms of the initial condition 0P00 . The 
probabilities Pm that appears describes the (m) transi-
tional pr-0babilities of priof states. Therefore expand-
ing equation 2.9 for n=l,2,J, .•. and substituting "equation 




m=l J J 
2.10d 
Equation 2.10c is simplified further by expansion; letting 
n=l,2,J, ••• and substituting equation 2.Ba and 2.10d 
respectively to yield: 
p 
n 
n-1 "-r a 
+ \ r+l P for n>l 
L 1-a.1 n-r 
r=l 
Solution For 0P00 
2.10 
The solution for 0P00 is derived from the defini-
tion of a probability density function which s t ates that 
a sum of all the probabilities mus t equal unity. 
CXl 
Rearrange equation 2.11 
(X) 
I pn = l-OPOO-PO 
n=l 
Equation 2.8 and 2.10 contains all the probabilities 
2.11a 
2.11b 
necessary to evaluate t he expression above . Rearranging 
equation 2.10 and summing like terms yields the following: 
17 
Aa :; 
+ __ 2_ \ p + 







Therefore substituting 2.11b, combining terms and 




= 1- I Ai 
µ. 
. 1 l l= 
where p. = l )-.nan+l and the term a+a.1 
n;::l 





The measure of effectness of the system can be 
de·scribed by the mean nurµber of tasks in the queue and 
the mean number of tasks in the total system, that is, in 
the queue plus in service. The Generating Function (3) 
is utilized in this chapter to facilitate the operational 
method in the development of the expected values of the 
. sy1:item characteristics. 
The Generating Function 
The operational method utilizing the Generating 
Function is defined as F(z) where (z) is an arbitrary 
variable of convenience. The Generating Function is by 
definition: 
F(z) 
Substituting equation 2.10 for the P. 'sin the Generating 
l 
Function yields: 
1=1 J + I: cx..+1 p 
1 1 ... r r r= 
19 
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Expanding F(z) for all i's (i=l,2,J, ... ) and summing like 
probabilit\es 
F(z) 
2 z p 0:, • 
a1·+1 + __,.....,1 2 ~ (\z)1a. 1 + ... 
-al i=l 1 + 
Substituting F(z) - 0P00 - P0 
F(z) 
0:, i 
= ~ z P. 
. 1 1 l= 
3 .1 b 
J.lc 
Combining like terms and substitution equation 2.8 for P0 
F(z) 
0:, • 
where a = ~ (\z) 1~.+l z . 0 1 1;:: 
The Expected Number in the Queue 
3. 1 
The mean number of tasks (Lq) in the queue is de-
rived from the definition of the generating function. By 
definition the first derivative of the generating function 
evaluated at z~l is the expected value of the distribution 
of the number of tasks waiting 
d 
, d dz az opoo 
F ( 2;) = dzF ( z ) = ( 1-a ) 2 
z 
J . 2a 
Since the term (1-a2 ) for z=l is equiValent to 0P00 from 
equation c.1 of Appendix C, the derivation F'(z) reduces 
to: 
'( ) 9......,.. p -1 
F z = dz~z O 00 
Substituting c.2 from Appendix C 
Therefore, 
Lq = F, ( 1) = 
m 
") (~i+l , 
- ~ 2k. / 
i::;1 1 
m \' "1 1- ' -
L µ.. 





Expected Number in the S~ 
J.2b 
J.2 
The mean number of tasks (L) in the system is de-
rived also from the generating function of the distribu-
tion of the number of tasks in the system. By definition 
the generating function of the system: 
J.Ja 




By definition the first derivative of the generating 
function evaluated at z=l is the expected value. Therefore 
the derivative of equation J.3 becomes: 
3,4a 
Evaluation E'(z) fdr z=l and substituting equation 
3.2 for F'(1), thE;l mean !number in the system: 
I m 
IA \ (ki +l --- .:i 
, m A. I L 2ki) µ~ 
L = E (1) = I .....1. + i=l 1 3.4 

















APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 
In order to demonstrate the practical as well as the 
theoretical significance of the multiple input queuing 
model an actual service facility was observed. The 
characteristics of the fadility are the same as the 
theoretical development given previously as Poisson 
arrivals, Erlang service, single channel facility, single 
queue with service as first-come first-serve. Each 
characteristic will be presented with its respective 
distribution function together with the mean and variance. 
The observed empirical function will be tested against 
the theoretical function assumed in the model to note 
significant difference. 
Service Facility 
The actual situation observed was a repair and 
mod\fication facility of a large commercial airline. 
Component assemblies removed from operating aircraft, for 
reasons of malfunction and inoperative conditions, are re-
paired and tested in order that they may be made service-
able for re~installation. 
23 
The required service time to repair a given com~ 
ponent was observed to compare favorably with the Erlang 
distribution functi9n. This is justified in part by the 
service procedure which has a sequence of phases described 
as disassembly, repair as required, reassembly, test and 
final handling. 
Because of the many types and varied construction of 
aircraft and engine components, each service facility is 
primarily a job shop. There is in general a classifica-
tion and grouping qf similar items requiring a common 
mechanical skill to repair. The work consists of a 
single repairman making serviceable a group of components 
of similar construqtion but differing in size and com-
plexity. 
The several components, requiring a similar repair 
skill, arrived in a random manner distributed as Poisson. 
They wait in a. si:n,gle queue and are serviced in the order 
of arrival. 
System Parameters 
The situation observed contained three components 
that requi red repair, each r~qu i ring a random amount of 
time to comvlete service. The service time is of the 
Erlang type. Table I list s the mean values of arrivals, 
service and k factors of the Er l ang Service dis t ribut ion. 
The arrival s of tasks t 0 the serv i ce fac ility was 
24 
. th 













k . -1.. 
1 µi 




found to be Poisson distributed. The chi-square test was 
utilized to determine the confidence of the observed ( 01 ) 
vs the theoretical (e1) probabilities. The 95% confidence 
interval of the ohi-squ~re Cx~05 ) wi th degrees of freedom 
(v) shown for each item type. Tables II through IV list 
the arrival data ob~erved. Each table is d i spl ayed 
graphically, with the theoretical density function drawn 
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ARRIVAL DENSITY FUNCTION - ITEM 1 
TABLE II 
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2 x. 05 = 9.488 
2 e. (01-ei) 
1 
J0.1 -~- .81 
36. 1 19.36 
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ARRIVAL DENSITY FUNCTION - ITEM 2 
TABLE I:U . 
CZHI-SQUARE 'J'EST OF ARRIVA"r:f DATA .,. ITEM 2 
• ' 
Qty/Day Freq. oi ·( ·@1', ... e i) 2 e. 1 
~ .'. .. 
0 51 65.4% 67.0% 2.56 
1 24 J0,7 26. 8 15·. 21 
2 2 2.5 5. 4. 8.41 
3 0 0 . 7 . 49 
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ARRJVAL DENSITY FUNCTION - ITEM 3 
TABLE IV 






For . \/ ~ 3 
Fr eq . 01 










26. 8 15. 2 
5.4 .09 
. 7 .49 
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The observed service times for the ith item was 
found to be Erlang. Because of the small sample obtained, 
it was determined to evaluate the service times as un-
grouped data. Tables V through VII lists the data at the 
points ~it with the respective chi~square coefficient. 
The ungrouped data is plotted as the n~l probability 
interval,(?) for Table V and as the median I'ank(B) for 
Table VI and Table VII. The observed values fQr the 
chi-square test was extracted from the "best fit" of the 
obser,ved data., 
The following table lists the chi-square values for 
the service time corr~lation with the respective degree's 
of freedom (V) at the 95% confidence interval. 
TABLE V 
ER~ANG FACTORS 
i \) x2 2 x.05 
... 
1 9 15,0133 16. 919 
2 8 J.0971 15.507 
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SERVICE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION - ITEM 1 
TABLE VI 





2 ( 0 i -~ i) e. ( o i -ei) 1 e. 
1 
1. 8 4.o . 8 10. 2400 12 .8000 
2.7 9.0 8.4 . 3600 . 0428 
J.6 24.0 28. 34 18. 8356 .6646 
4.0 35~0 41. 26 39.1876 .9497 
4.5 51.0 54. 21. 10.3041 .1900 
.'5.4 76. O 75.76 .0576 . 0007 
6.J 88.0 89.06 1. 1236 . 1254 
7.2 96. 0 95.67 .1089 .0011 
8.1 97.0 98.46 2. 1 J 16 . 2164 
9.0 98 .0 99 . 50 2. 2500 . 0226 
15. 0133 
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FIGURE 6 
S~RVICE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTlON .. ITEM 2 
TABLE VII 
CHI~SQUARE TEST OF SERVICE DATA - ITEM 2 
2 
Tl ME 01 
2 (oi .. ei) 
ei ~ O. -e. ) 1 . ;J.. 
e. 
1 
. 47 0 .91 .8281 .9100 
,94 11,0 7.88 9.7344 1. 2353 
1.42 21.0 22.13 1. 276 9 .0576 
1. 88 40.0 39.75 . 0625 .0015 
2. 36 55.0 .56. 6 5 2.7225 .0480 
2.83 65. o 70.58 31.1364 .4411 
3.30 76. o 80,94 24.4036 .3015 
3,77 86. o 88.11 4.4521 .0505 
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FlOURE 7 . 
SE~VICE DISlRlBUTION FUNCTION - ITEM 3 
TABLE VIII 
CHI~SQUARE TESTS OF SERVICE DATA - ITEM 3 
2 
2 ( O .... e. ) TIME 0. 1 l 
1 ei ( o i -ei) e. 
1 
2.97 28.0 2~.13 J4.457 1. 557 
3.97 4J.O 39.75 10. 562 . 265 
4.96 63, o 56 .65 40.322 .7117 
5.95 69. o 70.58 2. 496 .0353 
6.94 74.0 80.94 48. 164 .5950 
7.94 76.0 88.11 146 .652 1.664 
8.93 78.0 92.81 219.336 2,363 
9.92 80.0 97.76 315.417 J.226 
10.417 
System Evaluation 
The evaluation of the observed system under review 
consisted of comparing the observed number with the ex-
pected number in th~ queue and in the service facility. 
Table VIII displays the distribution of the quantity per 
day for each item observed. The mean number(~) and the 
standard deviation (s) of the empirical distribution are 
shown for the ith item. figure 9 displays the distribu-
tion of the total number Qf items observed in the system. 
Spown below in table for~ is the theoretioal and 
observed mean number of all it~ms ip the system. Very 
favoraole results were obtained from .the small sample 
observed. 
Obse;rv§d Thegreticial* 
. I. ' ·, 
..., 
X ::; 14.6 l~ L == 14.781 
s == 6.951 
The OGS~rved distribution of the mean number of all items 
in the system was found to be Erlang with a factor k=4. 
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. FIGURE 8 
DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER IN SYSTEM 
The selected values from the observed mean number in 
the system plotted in Figure 8 are shown below: 
TABLE XI 
FREQUENCY OF ith :J;']EM IN SYSTEM 
., 
Qty/Day 5 10 15 20 25 JO 
, 
Probability ( %) 95.0 6 J. 7 35.0 26. 3 7,5 1. 2 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A review of the available information for evaluation 
of a service facility described in this paper illustrates 
the variance in results to be obtained. The degree of 
error in assumptions such as exponential service and 
combined inputs when in reality multiple inputs and 
Erlang service is shown for the two previous results. 
In order to show the magnitude of the error, comparisons 
of the following available models will be made. 
A - Ancher and Gafarian (5) 
B - Morse's (4) Single Channel exponential 
service 
, C - Morse's (4) Single Channel Erlang service 
with a single combined input 
D - Results of this paper 
Table XII displays the formulas for evaiuations of proba-
bility of zero units (P0), mean number in the system (L) 
and the mean number in the queue (Lq) from the models 
shown above. Table XIII displays the values for each of 
the formulas when the data in Chapt er IV was assumed to 

































m I 1 k 1+1.. A. ),.. i _ -1. 
m A ~ 2k1/ µ2 
'\' -1. + i=l 1 
l µ. m , 
. 1 1 I A, 
l= 1- - ....l. - µ. 
i=l l 
TABLE XIII 











" , kl. +l_ Al. ' \ - -
A / · - ; 
--' 2k./ µ2. 
. 1 1 l= 1 
m ~- A. 









The results of Table XIII indicate the variance 
in the system characteristics by the assumptions of 
the model. The value of the results of this study can be 
shown in the ratio of the three common system models. 
The factor displayed below is the ratio of the common 
model (A,B,C) to the value of the model (D) derived in 
this study. It is observ·ed that an error of magnitude 
.14 _____,.. 1.8 is likely. The meaning is significant in 
















:A: comparison of an analytical solution with empiri-
cal data requires careful scrutiny by the researcher. 
Several common factors influence empirical data. The 
number of items in the system can be composed of a quanti-
ty surplus to an effective operation. It is usually found 
that over-provisioning of in-process quantities causes 
an inflation of the observed number with little change 
in the service and arrival rates. The service rates are 
influenced by the performance of the manpower engaged in 
the activity. · _ Where _ a time-standards program is in effect 
the' researcher x.s _  able to adjust the empirical serv i ce 
times by the performance and utilization factors. 
38 
,Mi.sc..e:1:1-anemus-factrors causing interruption of the operation 
due to absentees, learning curve, work shifts and others 
should be reviewed for their effect on the observed data . 
Experience in analysis of empirical data and a review of 
the service operation enables the researcher to evaluate 
the effect of the influencing factors. 
Further study of the multiple input model should 
develop the distribution of waiting time and the variance 
associated with the mean. Bef.inement of the technique 
described in this study could prbduce tables or graphs 
for ease of determinipg the theoretical results. Some 
consideration could be given to model the Markov process 
described in this study within matrix analysis for the 
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APPENDIX A 
SOLUTION OF P0 
First Step is to Find Set of Linear Equations for Initial 
Equations 
Sum the j's in Equation 2.2 
A.1a 
Sum the j's in Equation 2.Jand substitute Equation 2 .1 
lkjµj jpOk = ''l lk-1 s=l jp Os 
j j 
~ \k-1 
.PO = "- . '~- :.:_,s= 1 J s 
j 
Add 2 .6a and 2 .6b 
"ljP Ok + 
I Ik-1 
A s=l jpOs + "-
j j 
Ik.µ. 
• 1 1 i p 11 + Ikjµj 
i j 
Combine terms 
•• · "- I: . p O = i:k . µ . i p 11 
j~ i 1 1 
Combine and Rearrange 
+ Ik .µ. 
J J .P 01 J 
j 
+ )..OP 60--, 








jpOk = "oPoo + 
A. le 
2 . 6 
2 . ?a 
2. 7 
41 
Next show that equation 2.6 holds for n~l 
Sum the s's in equation 2.4 
\~k-1 ,;-,k-1 ,,k 
(A+k.µ.) ' 1 .P = ).. ' l .P 1 + k .µ. ; 2 .P A.2a J J .1... s= J ns -'.-S= J n- ,s J JL-'S= J ns 
Add equation 2.5 to 2.6a 
\-.k-1 
- ).. ; .P l + c s=l J n- , s 
Sum j's and combine 
r-· 
)k.µ. 
\ ' \ k ).. ' .P + jpn = "'l·P 1 + I / 2k.µ. .P + ' J n ~ · J J ·J n- L- ·-- S= J J J ns 
j j j j 
\ 
; k.µ .. P +1 1 <--llln' 
i 
Substitute 2.6 for n=l 
\ 
A! jp w n 
\ I ,~ \k 
+ / kJ.µJ .. P = k 1.µ 1 .. P l + . L. 2k . µ .. P - J n 1 n c, .. s= J J J ns 
j j i j 
\ ; k.µ, .P 1 1 ,_ 1 1 1 n- , 
i 
Combine terms 
l \ :. :X.. .P = ik,µi .P +l l J n ~ 1 1 n , 
j i 
Substitute 2.6 in equation 2.5 
),., . \' 








Combine and rearrange 
= ( A+kjµ,i p 
Expand 
,, A. _., j nk 
J 
Equation 2.J 
( )..+kjµ} jp01 = kjµj jp02 
(A+kjµj)l:>02 = k.µ. jp OJ J J 
Repeated substitution 
k.µ. 
J.P01 = ,J 1 p A+k.µ.j 02 
J J 
Therefore 
( kjµi .. s-r 
jpOr = \A+k.µ.j jpOs 
J J 
Expand Equation 2 .7 
A+k3µ 1 ,·- , 




- liPO = A2 2p0k 
i 
A+k _µ. I 
= J J p p 




- -· .P 








Let j=m and n=1 
A.Jc 




-[1P01 opoo = J J jPok + 1P02 + 1P OJ + • • • • + 1 p Ok >,. 
j 
~Po± + 2p02 + 1POJ + .... + 2P Ok 
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Substitute A.3 into Expanded 2.7 
For j=J 
\.+k1µ1/' • • 
I k2µ2 k-ll \_2 1 + { k2µ2 k-2 . \_2 \_2 










SOLUTION OF P 
n 
Expand Equation 2.4 jpns = A . p . ·. . ·.· + k . µ . 
A+k.µ. j .. n-l~s A\ 1µ .P 1 J J " + . . J n, s+ 




b J J 
A+k .µ. 
J J 
P k-1 4 k-1 5 j 11 = aJ.P 01 + bJ.P 12 - ab P + ab P + b P -- j Ok j Ok j 16 -
k-1 
5ab jpOk + b5jp16 
j~!~ ajP02 + bjPlJ 
k-2 k-2 4 = = ab jpOk + Jab jpOk + b jp16 = 
4 k-2 ab jpOk 
4 
+ b jp16 
jp13 = ajPOJ + bjP 14 = 
k-3 
ab jp Ok + 
k-3 
2ab jpOk + 3 b jp16 = 
k-3 
Jab jpOk + 3 b jp16 
jp14 ajP04 + bjP15 
k-4 k-4 2 = = ab jpOk + ab jpOk + b jp16 = 
k-4 




Note: Use Equation A.Jato substitute jpOr 
k .µ. s-r 
= r: J i . P 




J.P 21 = aJ.P 11 + bJ.P 22 = 5 2bk-1 p 5 p 10 2 k-1 p a j Ok+ ab j 1k + ab j Ok 
For: n=3 
jp31 35a3bk-1 -p - + 
2 5 5 + 5 = 15a b jplk + 5ab jp 26 b jp36 · j Ok 
jp 32 




n I (rn+r-1 , " r ,.k .µ. . rn = . I\. : { . J 1 p 
m-1 ~- · 11.+k.µ . .,/ "-11.+k .µ ./ j n-r,s+rn 
r=O J J J J 
B. 1 




2pnk ~.P = "'2 11. 22 n-1,k jJ n 
j=3 Lp = 
11.+kJµJ 
p ~ .P 11. 33 n..-1,k "'3 3 nk jJ n 
49 
Solve simultaneously 
A+k 2µ~ . •· _ A+k1µ1 
lpnk 
Lp Lp ~p - - - Al = A2 2 .. nk A22 n-1,k A11 n-1,k 





AJ 3 nk 11. 33 n-1,k A22 n-1,k 
Therefore: 
A. [>.+k1µ1 . ).. 
.P = · P + - .P J nk A+k.µ. Al 1 nk A.J n-1,k 
J J J 
A J - - p A11 n-1,k B.2 
Substit'l.\ibe Equation B.2 into the term r=O in Equat1on B.1 
For example: 
the r=O term is: 
then 
( k.µ. )m J J p 
A+k ,µ. j nk 
J J 
Expand Equation 2.9 for values of n=l,2,J ... 
For n=l j=l 
Lp / 
Al 1 n-1,kJ 
B. 3 
50 
Substitute Equation B.1 
t . , , . k.µ. .,k-1 { 11. ' I l l \ . ~ k-1) \ :X.+k.µ . . ) \ ,,_+k.µ . . / ipOk 
l . l l l l 
+ 
B.4a 
Substitute Equation B.J into B.4a 
I:t.' -11.-- .. ' 11.+k.µ . . 1 1 1 
+ 
, k. µ. ._ k-2 
( ) 11. ; 1 1 
+ k-l '- 11.+k.11 . .. \ A+k µ I ipOk 
1 ... 1 . i i ,, 
A. k. µ. . k-2 A+k1µ1 11. + 1 ; 11 p -P 
\ A+ k . µ . _, ' A+ k . µ . .,, 1 Al 1 1 k - A 11 0 k) 
1 1 1 1 
+ 2 
"- , k. µ. 
_.;..;.__ . { 1 1 . p 
11.+k.µ. / , 1,.+k . µ. / 1 Ok 
1 1 1 1 
A. k . µ. A+k 1µ 1 , 1 , 1 1 )' p 
+ . A+k. µ. ,, \ A+k. µ . 11. 1 1 lk 1 1 1 1 




Rearrange and combine terms 
k-1 >..+k µ ,, ..... >... 
1 1 ' · i --------- p ) ) \ --=---A 1 1 1 k L., L, -. >.. + k . µ . .,. ,_ O i i 
i m= 
, m+l ,. 
A. .m 
' l 
\ >._+k.µ. ,.,, 
l l 





m k-1 I ~ m+n-1 . . A n kiµi m 
= • I n-1) 1\ A+k.µ., \\+k.µ .. 
1-=.1-nt=O l l l l 
m+n-1 . 
n-1 .,. is Binomial Coefficient 
( :>-.+k1µ1 ) ( 1-a1 ) 









ipOk L-" · 
1 :>-.+k.µ . .. 
l l 
k. µ. - m 
l l 
' k i·Pok I\+ .µ. ~ 
l l 
B.4 
In a similar manner Equation B.2 For n=2 j=l 
i 
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A+k. µ . . 
1 1 
k.µ. 
. 1 1 
. :>,._+k.l,.L.~ 
1 1 
, k.µ. k-2 
( ) 11. · ;' ,1 1 ) p 
+ k-l '- :>,._+k.µ .. · A+k.µ. ilk 





, 2 k.µ. · · __ '\ • k.µ. 
:r A . . 1 , 1 · ·. ,, p + ii. ~ , A 1 _ 1. . . p lk 
-)i,st:k .. µ . .. ::, . \+k:.µ, ., 1, .0k '. + ·.µ; ·· · +K ·.µ; ·· :L •. 




L.· ~ 1 / \ \+k.µ.~ \ \+k.µ.) iplk 
\ k __  :-1 [ m+ 1 . A , r k i µ. i . m 
i m=O 1 1 · 1 1 
Cm+t., . . A ..__ 2 k. µ. m J t ': ( ( 1 1 · p 
-,- 2 .. .1 \_ A+k. µ . . / '-- A·+kiµ. ,/ i .Ok 
1 1 . 1 
In a similar manner 
for n=J. j=l 
B.5 
m+l , .· , -.. 2 .. k. µ.. , m 
+( ) r A ( 1 . 1 p 
2 ~ \+k.µ. / \+k.µ.. / ilk 





( \+k.µ., _, 
1 1 
B.6 
Therefore by inductionl r k-l 
\ • ,;:-· ,c-- .- · . m+r -L _ , . r k. µ. m 
\ \ \ i \ .1 A ' 1 1 
.P = / I / \ , .· \ ,' . . • p J nk (\+k .µ.)(1-a. 1 )L • ,_ ,__ r ./ \+k.µ . ., (A+k.µ.. / 1 n-r,k JJ . 1 0 11 11 
1 r= m= 
where 6 . . 
lJ 
, k. µ, m 
+ I I\ . 1 1 .P 
~ \+k.µ.. ~ '\+k.µ.. / 1 n-1,k 
1 1 1 1 
J.10d 
Rearrange Equation 2.9 





)l l p 
:\. j nk 
J 
Since Z::.P = P 










n- k-1~ \ ~\ . . . m+ r -1 . . , . r k . µ . .\ m ( .,. I\ , 1 11 ' P ' ' I I ' ' I . • I \, , \ I • ---- ,_ . , r ,,, A+k.µ . .., A+k.µ ./ 1 n-r,k 
r=l m=O 1 1 1 1 1 
Expand Equation 2.9 for n=l,2,J, ... 
For n=l 
A . A 
= p + ~~~ p 
A+k.µ. 1 A+k.µ.j Ok 
J J J J 
Substitute Equation 2.Ba 
t... AA. 




= p + 
t..+k .IJ. 2 










= p + 
A+k.µ. 3 
J J 
\ 2, p 
-/\-(\ ----- 0 0 0 
3 1.:..a.1 (A+k.µ.) 
J J 
An-rnA. 
----- · p 
(A+k.µ.)n+1-rn rn 
rn=1 J J 
Expand Equation 2.10b for n=1,2,J, ... 
For n=1 
Substitute 
A+k. µ . 
1 1 
.I \ k. µ. ffi J + I\ ( 1 1 p 





, 1 1 
A+k. µ. 
1 1 
p = ____ 1 __ 
1 ( 1-a ) 2 i I 
rn+1 . 
. 1 / A+k. µ. 
1 1 
2 ,- kiµi rn 
\Jc+kiµi opoo 
1 i rn=O 
For n=2 
_1_ \ k _ :1[ rn / 'A kiµi . rn p 
p2 = 1-a.1 , . ' 1- \i+k.µ . . 1 \A+k.µ./ i 1k i rn=O 1 1 1 1 
+ . 
+ 
A+k . µ.,1 
1 1 
rn+1 
2 ' A+k . µ. 
1 1 
2 k . µ. rn J 
1 1 . p 





- ,.- m+l 1 . k-T \ 2 kiµi m p2 = 
p2 = 















\..J .. +k. µ . . 
l l 
\+k. µ . .. 
l l 
\ J k.µ. l l 
\+kiµi \+kiµi 
A J kiµi 
\+k.µ. 
l l 
X:+k . µ. 
l l 
\ 2 k.µ. m J. l 
\+kiµi \+k.µ. l l 
Aa,2 A2a,3 
P2 = 1-a1P1 +(1-a1 )2 opoo 
For n=J 
p =-1- ' 
J 1-Cl 
1 i 







A+k. µ . 
l l 




"- 2 kiµi ---A+k. µ. \:+k. µ. 
l l l l 
m+2 "- J k . µ. l l 









"- k . µ. m J + X+kiµi l l I p A+kiµi · i 2k 
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. A 2 kiµi rn 
A+kiµi . >...+ki µi p 2 
rn+l A 3 kiµi rn 
+ 1 ' ·. X+kiµi .. ) ,+kiµi , pl ,,I 
rn+l ).,_ 4 k'iµi ,rnOP 00 ,, 
+ \ 11.+k. µ, ' 
 __
1 ; ' , 11.+k. µ. ' 1-a 
1 1 1 1 1 
. rn+ 1 . .. , . 3 k . µ . rn 
+ I ) · 11. ,'. 1 1 p 
\.. 2 · \ .\+k. µ . . \.11.+k. µ. / 1 
1 1 1 1 




k=i[ ,. . rn+ 1 "- 2 k . µ . rn , , , ; 1 1 p 
\ 1 ., I , A+ k , µ , ,, ' A+ k • µ • ,/ 2 
rn=O 1 1 1 1 
+ 
"- , J . k .µ . . rn 
--- 11 p 
2 ,,, \ _)_ + k . µ . . >... + k . µ . . 1 
1 1 1 1 
rn+ 2 
Th e r efor e 
n=l , r p 
,- 11. ar+l n-r 
( 1-a 1 ) 
r= l 
2 . 10 
APPENDIX C 
Solution of~ 
Equation 2.11c contains the infinite series 
00 
' ' n 
,._ ~+1 · In order to evaluate this infinite series 
n=O 
it is necessary to expand the expression for 
















kiµi n -- s+n-1 
~- ( n-1 \.l+k. µ . .) ~ 
s=O 1 1 
Expanding ln~+l for all values of (n) 
., ,\-
+ ••• + 
s 
= \ ( "i )' (. A --- {l+Zkiµi '+ 
I. A+k. µ. \.,._+k. µ. / A+k. µ.. 
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 
k.µ. 2 
J( ,._ 1 k 1 + ••. ' + . µ ..... 
1 1 
k.:l.1 k ', k. µ. 1 +( _ ( 1 1 




"' "· = ) ( _,=1 __ 
I A+k.µ./ 
1 1 
, ,2{ k. µ. _ k. µ. 2 
l {\ _-- 1 + J 1 1 - + 6 ( 1 1 + . . . 
\ ,._+k.µ./ -_ - A+k.µ. , A+k.µ . .,,, 
i 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
_k+l _ k.µ. ki-1 
+I/ / 1 1 , I .1 
\ k-1 > -A+kiµi./ 
and etc. 
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-n Since ( 1-x) = l+nx + n(n+l) 2 + n(n+1)(n+2) J :· 21 · X J! X 
Summing like terms yields 
00 




{ 1- "' 




- ;..+kiµi _.. 
k. -1 




k.µ. s-1 A 
1 1 I 1- ---
A+k,µ,/ ;..+k.µ. / 
1 1 1 1 
-s 












'A +-k-. µ-. / 
1 1 
-,- A. 




k. 1 1) 
1 ._ kiµi 
Solution of a 2 
for s=2,J,4 ... 
simplifying 




(\z) 1ai+l. The solution of this series is accomplished 
i=O 
61 
in the same manner as °'n· Expand ()..z)ia.i+l for all values 
of (i), change the order of summation and simplify. Since 
this series is not utilized in the solution of the system 
characteristic, it will not be derived. The derivative of 
this series is important for its use in equation J.2 and 
J.J. 
The first derivative~ becomes: dz z 
co co 
~ 
,-;- · ) i -1 1 
,_, 
i()..z)ia.i+l = " L i(AZ a.i+l = dz z z i=O i=O 






Evaluate at z=l and change trie order of summation yields: 
La. ' "-· "-
\ - {1- A -2 ' 1 = - A+k. µ .. A+k.µ. _ dz z · A+k.µ. / 
i 1 1 
. 1 1 1 1 
- 3 
+2 







A. ' 1 . _.;..;.11. __ 
11.+k. µ . ./ \ 11.+k. µ . . 
1 1 1 1 
11.+k.µ. 2(k.+1)k. 
---=-1---=-l 1 1 
kiµi 2 
·.-· k. +1 . 11.. d . -a. dz z 
= A~ _L_ _1_ 
2k. 2 For z=l 
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